Ultrasensitivity of an adaptive bacterial motor
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Abstract

The flagellar motor of Escherichia coli has been shown to adapt to changes in the steady-state level of the chemotaxis response regulator, CheY-P, by adjusting the number of molecules to which CheY-P binds, FliM. Previous measurements of motor ultrasensitivity have been made on cells containing different amounts of CheY-P, and thus different amounts of FliM. Here, we designed an experiment to measure the sensitivity of motors containing fixed amounts of FliM, finding Hill coefficients about twice as large as those observed before. This ultrasensitivity provides further insights into the motor switching mechanism and plays important roles in chemotaxis signal amplification and coordination of multiple motors. The Hill coefficients observed here appear to be the highest known for allosteric protein complexes, either biological or synthetic. Extreme motor ultrasensitivity broadens our understanding of mechanisms of allostery, and serves as an inspiration for future design of synthetic protein switches.
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Introduction

Cells of Escherichia coli are propelled by several helical filaments, each driven at its base by a reversible rotary motor. When all the motors of a cell rotate counterclockwise (CCW), the filaments form a bundle and the cell swims smoothly. When one or more motors rotate clockwise (CW), their filaments come out of the bundle and the cell changes course 1. The cell performs chemotaxis in a biased random walk 2, by modulating the direction of flagellar rotation 3; 4. Chemoreceptors in the cell membrane sense changes in the concentrations of environmental chemical attractants or repellents, regulating the activity of a kinase that phosphorylates a response regulator, CheY 5; 6. CheY-P binds to a component of the switch complex at the base of the flagellar motor, FliM, increasing the fraction of time that the motor spins CW (raising the CW bias) 7; 8.

The motor is very sensitive to the concentration of CheY-P, [CheY-P]. This sensitivity is commonly characterized by a Hill coefficient, n, obtained by fitting the motor CW bias vs. [CheY-P] relationship with the Hill function 1/(1+(K_{1/2}/[CheY-P])^n), where K_{1/2} is the concentration at which CW bias is 0.5. Measurements in bacterial populations reported values of the Hill coefficient ranging from 3.5 to 5.5 9; 10. Measurements with single cells removed complications due to averaging over cell populations and reported a value of the Hill coefficient of 10.3 11. Recently, the flagellar motor was found to partially adapt to variations in the concentration of CheY-P by changing the number of FliM subunits in its switch complex 12. Therefore, the measurements made with single cells were actually...
measurements of cells that had adapted to different levels of CheY-P, representing an average over motors with different complements of FliM. To learn the actual response of the motor, the input-output relationship should be measured for motors with a fixed number of FliM subunits.

Results

Here, we designed an experiment that used a bead assay to accomplish this task, Fig. 1. Panel a shows the CW bias and panel b the intracellular CheY-P concentration, [CheY-P], both as a function of time. The bias was measured by the bead assay, while the CheY-P concentration was inferred from the bias measurement. We used a cheR cheB strain, so that when the attractant was added, the intracellular CheY-P concentration changed from $C_1$ to $C_2$ and remained constant $C_1$. In contrast, the CW bias changed from $B_1$ to $B_2$ and slowly adapted to $B_3$. When the attractant was removed, the intracellular CheY-P concentration changed from $C_2$ back to the pre-stimulus value $C_1$, while the CW bias changed from $B_3$ to $B_4$ and slowly adapted back to the pre-stimulus value $B_1$. Since the motor was adapted before attractant addition and removal, $C_1$ and $C_2$ can be extracted from $B_1$ and $B_3$ using the relationship measured by Cluzel et al. $^{11}$, which is a relationship for adapted motors. At the instant of attractant addition, the motor has yet to adapt, so $(C_1, B_1)$ and $(C_2, B_2)$ correspond to the input-output of a motor with a fixed number of FliM subunits, a motor with an adapted CW bias $B_1$. Similarly, at the instant of attractant removal, $(C_2, B_3)$ and $(C_1, B_4)$ correspond to the input-output of a motor with a fixed number of FliM subunits, a motor with an adapted CW bias $B_3$. We performed single-motor measurements on a population of cells with various pre-stimulus biases, $B_1$, and various responses to attractant addition and removal, $B_2$, $B_3$, and $B_4$. Since there is a one-to-one relationship between the number of FliM subunits in a motor and the adapted CW bias $B_1$, we can group the data points according to the adapted CW bias ($B_1$ and $B_3$) and obtain a full input-output relationship.

An example of the CW bias as a function of time using the bead assay is shown in Fig. 2, which shows the averaged responses of nine motors on different cells to stepwise addition and removal of 0.5 mM MeAsp, added near 70 s and removed near 400 s.

Two measured input-output relationships are shown in Fig. 3, corresponding to motors with an adapted CW bias $0.8 \pm 0.1$ (panel a) and $0.5 \pm 0.1$ (panel b). In each figure, the red curve shows the Hill function obtained by Cluzel et al. $^{11}$ with Hill coefficient 10.3. Data points below the red curve were obtained from attractant addition, while data points above the red curve were obtained from attractant removal. Data points on the red curve, shown with red symbols, were the initial values for the adapted motors. The fits to a Hill function are shown by the blue curves, yielding a Hill coefficient $16.5 \pm 1.8$ and dissociation constant $3.28 \pm 0.02$ μM for motors with an adapted bias of 0.8 (panel a), and a Hill coefficient $20.7 \pm 1.6$ and dissociation constant of $3.12 \pm 0.01$ μM for motors with an adapted bias of 0.5 (panel b). The sensitivities (Hill coefficients) are about twice that of the previous measurement made with single cells. In the Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) model of the motor $^{10,14}$, the sensitivity (Hill coefficients) increases with the number of FliM units $N$, while $K_{1/2}$ decreases with $N$. Our results thus suggest that the number of FliM units in motors with an adapted bias of 0.5 is larger than that in motor with an adapted bias of 0.8, consistent with the previous study of motor adaptation $^{12}$.

In the previous study $^{12}$, we used the curve measured by Cluzel et al. as the relationship for pre-adapted motors with a specific number of FliM units, and based on this, we constructed a new relationship for the motor with a larger number of FliM units. According to the present study, the curve for the pre-adapted motor with a specific number of FliM units is actually about a factor of two steeper than what Cluzel et al. measured.
In the conformational spread model of the motor switch, this ultrasensitivity (a sensitivity larger than 16) can be explained by the large number of protomers (N ~ 34), a high bistability of the protomer structure (with the energy difference between CW and CCW states of each protomer, $E_a$, larger than 1 kT), and a strong coupling between the protomers (with the coupling energy between neighboring protomers, $E_J$, larger than 4 kT); see Supplementary Materials. The ultrasensitivity observed here is even more impressive considering the fact that the motor keeps remodeling itself by varying the number of FliM units. How does the motor switch maintain such variability while exhibiting a high stability with strong coupling between protomers? The FliG proteins, another component of the motor switch, might confer this high stability while turn-over of the FliM proteins provides the variability. This is in line with a recent discovery showing non-exchange of FliG proteins in the motor for hours, while turn-over of FliM proteins happens in tens of seconds.

The conformational spread model predicts that a motor exhibiting a sensitivity of 16 would show a CheY-P binding cooperativity of about 9 (see Supplemental Materials). The highest binding cooperativity reported thus far is less than 2.8. A more careful measurement of the CheY-P binding cooperativity is needed. If higher binding cooperativities are not found, one might have to consider non-equilibrium models for switching, such as the one proposed by Tu.

**Discussion**

Sensitivity of the motor contributes to signal amplification in chemotaxis. The ultrasensitivity measured in this study shows that it plays a more important role than previously thought. Moreover, ultrasensitivity of the motor is critical for coordination of multiple motors in a cell by fluctuations or bursts in the intracellular concentration of CheY-P. The rotational bias between adjacent motors was observed to be correlated over a time scale of about 10 s. This was attributed to slow fluctuations in the steady state [CheY-P] due to fluctuations in the receptor adaptation kinetics, and was found to enhance the sensitivity of bacterium to very shallow gradients of attractants. This steady-state [CheY-P] fluctuation remains to be shown directly. Ultrasensitivity of the motor makes the bias correlation possible even with [CheY-P] fluctuations of small amplitude. Recently, coordinated switching between adjacent motors was documented on a subsecond timescale, and was postulated to arise from a burst of CheY-P propagating from the cell pole that drives the motor bias from 0% to 100% CW or vice versa. Such CheY-P bursts also remain to be shown directly. High motor ultrasensitivity alleviates the requirement of large bursts. Therefore, previous studies of the motor bias correlation and previous proposals for the motor coordination mechanism should be revisited using our new values for motor sensitivity.

The ultrasensitivity (high switching cooperativity) observed here (Hill coefficient $n \sim 21$) is easily the highest found among allosteric protein complexes, e.g., hemoglobin ($n \sim 3$), aspartate carbamoyltransferase ($n < 3$), cytochrome P450 ($n < 4$), the oligomeric chaperon GroEL ($n \sim 3$), ion channels ($n \leq 3$), and synthetic protein switches ($n \leq 4$). We expect this ultrasensitivity will provide further insights into mechanisms of allostery and inspire future design of synthetic protein switches.

**Materials and Methods**

Strain JY35 [cheR cheB fliC] is a derivative of *E. coli* K12 strain RP437. The plasmid pKAF131 carrying the sticky *fliC* allele under control of the native *fliC* promoter was transformed into JY35, yielding the strain used for this study. The bead assay was described...
Previously, cells were grown at 33 °C in T-broth to an OD$_{600}$ between 0.45 and 0.50, washed twice with motility buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM methionine, 10 mM lactic acid, pH 7.0), sheared to truncate flagella, and concentrated by a factor of 2. The sheared cells were immobilized on a glass coverslip coated with poly-L-lysine (0.01%, P4707, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and 1.0-μm-diameter polystyrene latex beads (2.69%, 07310, Polysciences, Warrington, PA) were attached to the truncated flagella. The coverslip was installed as the top window of a flow chamber, and a constant flow of buffer (400 μl/min) was maintained by a syringe pump (Pump-22, Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). The attractant used in this study was 0.5 mM α-methyl-D,L-aspartate (MeAsp) in motility buffer. Rotation of the bead was monitored with a laser dark-field setup described previously. For each experiment, the bead was monitored for ~70 s in motility buffer, for ~330 s in the attractant solution, and again for about ~200 s in motility buffer. Data were analyzed using custom scripts in Matlab, and curves were fit with the nonlinear least square method in Matlab.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1.
Schematic of the response of cheR cheB cells to step addition and removal of a non-metabolizable attractant. (a) Motor CW bias as a function of time. (b) Intracellular CheY-P concentration as a function of time.
Fig. 2.
Motor response of 9 cheR cheB cells to stepwise addition and removal of chemical attractant (0.5 mM MeAsp), monitored by the bead assay. The attractant was added and removed at the times indicated by the arrows.
Fig. 3.
True input-output relationships of the motor. Blue and red circles are measurements in this study, and green curves are the corresponding fits with the Hill function. Red curves are the Hill function fit to the data of Cluzel et al. 11. (a) Input-output relationship for motors with an adapted CW bias of 0.8 ± 0.1. (b) Input-output relationship for motors with an adapted CW bias of 0.5 ± 0.1.